PedalMAX™
ELIMINATE THROTTLE DELAY!

PedalMAX is a complete solution for poor throttle response! Eliminate the slow throttle response on modern drive-by-wire vehicles, and improve your driving experience. PedalMAX has been designed to work with all 2011-2015 Ford vehicles and most 2008 - 2015 GM vehicles. It utilizes a plug and play design that’s easy to install. All you do is unplug the factory connector from the accelerator pedal and connect the Plug & Play PedalMAX in between. Or use the optional Control Knob and control the amount of pedal enhancement on the fly. PedalMAX can also be stacked with a JMS custom tune file that works with most SCT Handheld Tuning Devices.

- Works with all 2011-2015 Ford Vehicles
  Gas • Ecoboost • Diesel
- Most 2008 - 2015 GM Vehicles are supported
  Gas • Diesel
- Includes Red de-sensitizing plug, to adjust the throttle setting, so it is less aggressive
- Optional Control Knob: Adjust the amount of pedal enhancement on the fly from 0% to 100%
- Stackable with a SCT Handheld when using matching JMS custom tune files
- Green LED is illuminated solid when the unit is powered on
- Red LED #1 - Illuminates solid or blinks fast or slow depending on the Optional Control Knob setting
- Sealed enclosure, compact design
- Easy to setup and use
- Increases throttle response & improves engine acceleration
- Plug & Play wire harness with quality OEM grade connectors
- Does not void your factory OEM warranty